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1

Introduction - Ron Griffin Chairman

Before we start to go through the detail of this year's review I want to go back and revisit the
objectives that we published back in 2014 when I took over as Chairman and were introduced under
the banner of a "Time to Change"
We knew that the changes required a major overhaul of all of the practices and procedures of the
BTBA and that they would take several years to implement. We also knew that change is a difficult
thing to implement and it is only because of the patience and understanding of our membership that
we are able to say that we think we are getting close to the end of that journey.
I say close because while we can see many things that have been completed there are still a few that
are not yet where we need to be but we should be able to deal with these as part of normal Business
rather than as a major restructuring program.
On a personal note I have seen it as a privilege to be able to support the BTBA as a National Council
member for the past 12 Years and especially as Vice Chairman and then Chairman for the past 4
years. I firmly believe that it is time for someone else to take over the reins and lead the Association.
I just hope that we have provided a safe a secure base from which we can now start to move
forward.
If there is one thing that I would pull out as a major success over the past few years it has been the
development of the team of people that now form the National and Executive Councils. We would
not have got this far if it were not for their tireless support and endless hours of hard work that they
have each put in and continue to give freely in support of the sport that we all enjoy.

1.1 2014 objectives
1. Improve financial management and long term financial security of the association.
2. Strengthen communications through enhanced web presence and provide support in developing
local information and communication networks
3. Develop the regional structure so that it delivers improved services at regional level for the
benefit of all members
4. Improve the quality and timeliness of communications from National Council to members
5. Encourage an ethos of inclusion for all bowlers
6. Promote self-help through the use of the internet based technologies
7. Build and deliver a world-class training and education structure that supports, empowers,
develops and educates our coaching team for the benefit of bowlers of all ages and abilities
8. To provide the foundations and support required for our teams to continue to grow, sustain and
improve their performance while representing us at World and European championship events.
9. Provide an updated version of the Rules and Regulations of bowling that is readily available
online and downloadable from the BTBA website.
10. Continue to develop working partnerships with Bowling Proprietors, Manufacturers and
Distributers.
11. Attract sponsorship to the BTBA website and Inside Line
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1.2 Achievements against 2014 objectives
1.2.1 Improve financial management
Over the past four years we have managed to stem the tide of expenses outweighing income and are
pleased to report that we are in a much better financial position now than we have been for many
years. We have provided budget forecasts year on year since the AGM of 2015 within the annual
report and you will see that this year is no exception. In section 2.7 of this year's report we will show
costs against budget targets for the past two years and projections going out for the next two years.
Our management reporting has improved but is still not where we want it to be and we need to
maintain this as a core objective for the future.
1.2.2 Develop a regional structure
We have established a regional structure and have introduced three positions on the National
Council specifically focussed on regional issues. This has had some success but not as we originally
envisaged. At this time, we still see the regional officers as a pipeline between the Local Associations
and the council for ideas, initiatives and issues but the main thrust of communications continues to
be our website and social media. We have tried to establish regionally based meetings where we can
share ideas and information, but these have not been very well attended so we will have to look at
an alternative approach. All disciplinary matters are now dealt with at a regional level prior to
coming to the National Council and this has improved the time taken to review and complete these
transactions.
1.2.3 Strengthen communications
Working with our partners Aspire Media and Hels Bels Digital we have updated the main BTBA
website and relocated it to a new domain. We have upgraded all the @btba.org.uk email addresses
and have begun streamlining all of our social media touch points. Most of this was done with an
absolute minimum of disruption.
Communications are always evolving through the use of different technologies and constantly have
to adapt to people's needs so we will never be able to say that we are done but I think we can safely
say that we are moving in the right direction. We have several thousand people following us regularly
on Twitter and more than 7000 hits per week on our Facebook page. There is more information
about this in section 4, Membership Services
1.2.4 Improve communications from National Council to members
All National Council minutes are available on the website and we plan to establish a benchmark to
have them published here within 21 days of the meeting. Obviously any confidential or sensitive
items are removed from the minutes before publishing and are circulated directly to council
members as required.
1.2.5 Encourage an ethos of inclusion for all bowlers
As you will see in Section 5.4 of this report, Inclusion, Diversity and Equality are key items in our
current objectives. For the first time we have a full set of policies (including safeguarding and
bullying) that went live on the BTBA website in March of this year and we are in the process of
adding them to the NAYBC website later this month.
In conjunction with our partners Educare Learning Ltd we have developed a comprehensive training
package that will be made available to all YBC's and will become part of our continuous development
program for all licensed coaches.
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1.2.6 Promote self-help
Over the past few years we have introduced a number of initiatives to allow members to take control
of their own data and also use the internet to interact with the BTBA on various items. For example:


Individual online membership application and renewal including online payments



League secretaries portal for them to manage their leagues and memberships



Membership list for tournament managers to check BTBA expiry dates



Request application forms for Disclosure and Barring Service checks



Request Officials or Coaching Safeguarding licences



List of Certified bowling centres within the UK



Entry to some tournaments i.e. Tenpintour



Application for entry into Team England trials for Seniors



Online payments for Coaching courses

1.2.7 Build and deliver world-class training and education
Our ETBF program consists of 3 qualifications Foundation Coach, Development Coach, and National
Coach. Additionally, we have created the FUNdamentals qualification which focuses on developing
and coaching physical literacy and provide an easier way into coaching for parents of bowlers with no
bowling or coaching experience.
Since our first course in 2015, we have trained well over 250 people at FUNdamentals level, over 120
at Foundation level (ETBF Level1), 26 at Development level (ETBF Level 2), and 2 people have
achieved ETBF Level 3 status. These numbers include many former Phase qualification holders as well
as brand new coaches.
Reviews from people attending the courses has been overwhelmingly positive and a number of our
more experienced coaches have come out with some brand-new tools and techniques that they are
keen to start using. This can only improve the standard of coaching and our prospects for the future.
1.2.8 To provide support for teams representing us at championship events.
We have tried a number of different formats for team selection across each of the different age
groups and have not yet come up with a single strategy that works for everybody. Our main
objectives have been to keep costs down to a minimum and reduce the burden on a tournament
calendar that is already bursting at the seams. However, this has not always met the requirements of
the bowlers themselves.
Over the next two years we are going to implement a hybrid model of tournament and trials roll-offs
so that we can get a balance between regular competition play and staged events where everyone
plays on the same conditions.
Issues with selection criteria will never go away as long as we have an element of choice involved and
we do not want it to be totally prescribed as there are always other items that need to be considered
when pulling a team together such as interaction and the ability to perform under real pressure. To
help with this we are asking that all future Team England selections be presented to the BTBA
Executive Council for review before they are published. Please see section 5, Sport Development for
more information.
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1.2.9 Provide an updated version of the Rules and Regulations
The rules and regulations for league and tournament play are updated on a regular basis and are
published on the BTBA website. They are in three sections that can each be downloaded and printed
or carried around on your phone or tablet. The three sections are;


General Playing Rules



League Rules



Tournament Rules

1.2.10 Continue to develop working partnerships
Over the past few years we have strengthened relationships with Bowling Proprietors through active
involvement in the Proprietors Association.
We are proud to be associated with Matchroom Multisport and are assisting in the planning of the
Webber Cup event.
We have just concluded a multiyear deal with a supplier/sponsor for Team England apparel.
For more information about partnership activities please see section 3, Business Development.
1.2.11 Attract sponsorship to BTBA website and Inside Line
With all the changes that we have been making to the website, branding and social media we have
not concentrated on this aspect of sponsorship or advertising revenue. We are pleased however that
we have managed to achieve a number of different levels of sponsorship over the past few years
from individual awards up to much larger equipment and apparel sponsorships.
In particular we would like to recognise the following organisations for the help and support over the
past four years.
Aspire Media
B&P Fabrication
Bowling Vision
Bowltech
Extreme Revolutions Proshop at Stroud Bowl
Kim and Diane Johnson - proprietors of Stroud Bowl
Mint Sportswear
PowerPlay Proshop at Nuneaton Bowl
R&P Griffin Limited
RBS Proshop at Airport Bowl
Storm Bowling
Strikerite Proshop at Farnborough Bowl
Striking Shirts
Tenpin Bowling Proprietors Association
Track Bowling
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2

The Office of the Chairman - Ron Griffin

2.1 Vision

The British Tenpin Bowling Association was established to promote and improve the sport of Tenpin
Bowling. It aims to ensure that all people, irrespective of their age, disability, ethnic origin, marital
status, sexual orientation or social status have a genuine and equal opportunity to participate in the
sport at all levels and in all roles.

2.2 Our Values
Focus on our membership
Commitment to equality
Working together with respect
Commitment to excellence
Pride in our heritage

The BTBA provides opportunities to
bowlers from across the country to
bowl in organised leagues and
tournaments. From the most junior
(barely able to walk) to the most
senior (barely able to walk) there is
a tournament for everyone, and yes,
we do mean everyone because
bowling is a truly inclusive sport.

2.3 Objectives for the Association
Over the past two years the National Council has identified a number of key objectives which are
crucial to the BTBA's performance and they continue to serve as the benchmark we use when judging
our level of success.
Each section of the National Council work independently to develop their own strategies but must
act collaboratively if we are all going to meet these objectives.

1. Improve financial management processes and reporting to ensure the long term financial
security of the association.
2. Retain and grow our membership and make membership a simple, more rewarding and
worthwhile proposition
3. Encourage an ethos of inclusion for all bowlers
4. Provide the foundations and support required for individuals and teams to continue to
grow, sustain and improve their performance at all levels up to and including representing
us at World and European Championship events.
5. Strengthen communications through enhanced web presence and provide support in
developing local information and communication networks
6. Develop and strengthen partnerships to assist us in the achievement of our goals in line
with our values
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2.4 Organisational Structure
As we develop we are constantly updating the Organisation Structure to support our needs so this
year is no exception.
This year, in light of Mr Steiner's resignation from his position as the Head of Governance and Legal
we have invited Mrs Jo Cundy to take her place on the Executive Council. Dave remains as Vice
Chairman until this year's AGM when his term will come to an end.
Jo will hold this position until August 2018 which was the original end date for David's term in office.
At that time the role will be advertised in accordance with our normal practices.
The structure of the Executive Council at this time consists of:
The Chairman – Ron Griffin until May 2018
Vice Chairman - Dave Steiner until May 2018
Membership Services – Lisa John until August 2019 (Company Secretary)
Sport Development – Terry Searle until August 2019
Governance and Legal – Jo Cundy until August 2018
Head of Business Development – Martin Webster until August 2018
2.4.1

Organisation Structure - pictorial
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2.5 Management and Administration
Last year we advised that the majority of the administration workload was being picked up by the
Executive Council. One or two other individuals have been added into the mix but in general it is still
the Executive that are handling the majority of the workload. This has been in addition to the normal
work that is required within their traditional council roles.
In itself this model is not sustainable as there are very few people willing to put in quite this many
hours. We do not wish to go back to the model of having employees as this then also requires a lot of
other additional costs like office space and equipment etc. So we have come up with a new
outsourced model where we ask for services to be provided at a base cost and we do not track how
much time or effort is required to deliver that cost. Nor do we dictate when the service is provided.
For example, the management of all tournament sanctions is handled by Jerry Moll and we provide
him with an honorarium to cover all of his general expenses. He carries out the work on a voluntary
basis. Jerry's honorarium is £400 per quarter.
Other services are contracted out as a product i.e. Providing a handling and forwarding service for all
emails addressed to admin@btba.org.uk plus a number of other email addresses is handled by LJ
Bowling Services at a cost of £1250.00 per quarter.
A full list of services outsourced and honorariums is shown below.

Service

Provider

Cost per quarter

Accounting Services

Newton Magnus & Co Ltd

£700.00

Financial Mgmt and Bookkeeping

R&P Griffin Ltd

£500.00

Safeguarding Licences

R&P Griffin Ltd

£500.00

Email Forwarding

LJ Bowling Services Ltd

£1,250.00

Website and Media

Hels Bels Digital

£1,300.00

Telephone Support

TEK Bowling

£750.00

General Secretarial

TEK Bowling

£1,750.00

Lane Certification (Honorarium)

Paul LeManquais

£600.00

Tournament Sanctioning (Honorarium)

Jerry Moll

£400.00

Total for the year

£31,000.00p.a.

Our original target was to reduce Administration costs by 50% and although there are other
administrative cost to consider we are certainly operating within that budget.
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2.6 Financial Management
In order to simplify the accounting year in year we have decided to shift our year end from 31st
August to 31st December with immediate effect. The consequence of this is that we need to report
for 16 months this year instead of 12 months.
The reasoning is that although memberships mostly run from September to August all of our major
events run in a calendar year and a lot of money is collected throughout the year that is then spent in
the final quarter of the year. This causes us to have to put large sums aside each year as accruals.
Some examples of items that need accrual are.
BTBA Adult Tour Masters
BTBA Senior Tour Masters
BTBA Tenpintour Masters
Adult ICC finals
Senior ICC finals
Team England events where dates shift year on year.
So that everything is clear, and it is easy to understand where we are financially, we have prepared 2
sets of accounts for your review.
The first is the standard 12 months from 1st September 2017 to 31st August 2018. This set of
accounts will be matched against the plans that we presented to the AGM last year so that you can
get a true view of our financial performance against plan.
The second set of accounts are those that we will be sending to Companies House and they include
the final 4 months of 2018 as well.
2.6.1 Preparation of Accounts.
All of these figures we are presenting today have come from the formal Accounts that will be sent to
Companies House immediately after the AGM. Copies of these accounts were sent to all Delegates in
advance of the AGM so that they could review them and ask any questions that they may have.
2.6.2 Review Sept 2017 - Aug 2018 plan versus actual
In the following charts we have, where possible, provided the previous year's financials. The 2017
plan as presented in the 2017 AGM and the actual numbers for the same period. In the final column
you will see the variance to plan.
As in previous years we have included several investment items that have been added to the budget
after the AGM.
The first of these is the investment item for coaching where we have provided a capital sum for the
development of our Schools program. This includes provisions for the development of the program,
Bid Writers to secure government grants and funding and the purchase of equipment that will be
utilised within this program. It is envisaged that this program will bring a substantial return on the
investment in years to come but for now we are showing it as an extraordinary expense item outside
of the original plan.
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Review 2017-18 plan versus Actual

2015-16
2016-17
2016-17
Actual
Actual
Plan
Income Expense Income Expense
Membership Income
98832
100,000
98,052.95
Lane inspections
3521
1500
5529
National Championships
1722
2000
1736
Coaching
486
5000
345
Inter County Championships
1102
0
2834
TE Fund
84
3000
4188
Other Income
2245
0
42
Net Income
107506 486.49 111,500
109547
3179
Members benefits incl FIQ
3327
9000
7311
Head Office Administration
40413
35000
34870
Other costs
7672
7630
5239
Fixed Costs Total
51412
51630
47420
Team England Net cost
34833
35000
39,727
Committee Expenses
3336
4000
5749
Local Assoc Rebate
4518
5000
6990
Discretionary expense total
42687
44000
52466
Restructuring costs
35188
4635
NAYBC
Other development expense
5000
15000
Development Total
35188
5000
19635
Net Expenses
107,506 129,773 111,500 100,630 109,547
122,700
Surplus / (Deficit)

-22,267

10,870

-1,947
4,029
-264
-5,345
-2,834
1,188
42
-5,132
1,689
130
2,392
4,210
-4,727
-1,749
-1,990
-8,466
-4,635
-10,000
-14,635
-24,023

-13,154

Notes:
Income generally down across the board but mainly in Coaching (5k) and ICC championships (5k)
Admin expenses are close to the £50k limit set a few years ago.
Team England costs were higher than planned due to refund not received from Matchpoint Europe
for cancelled flights (£3.5k). Some of the amount owed became due this year and will be written off
next year. A further amount of approx £6k becomes due at the end of this year and will feature in
accounts for new year end as at 31st Dec as a bad debt.
Additionally, we still have an outstanding invoice due from MFA for Lane Certification for past 18
months. We are hopeful that we will recover this amount as we are still in talks with their
management at present.
Restructuring costs include the cost of moving and destroying old filed items and the one-off costs
relating to the generation of new style membership cards that are kept for life. (£4k)
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Chart 2 includes full 16 months to align year end to December 31st 2018

2016-17
Actual

Sep - Dec 2017
Actual

Membership Income
Lane inspections
National Championships
Coaching
Inter County Championships
TE Fund
Other Income
Net Income
Members benefits incl FIQ
Head Office Administration
Other costs
Fixed Costs Total
Team England Net cost
Committee Expenses
Local Assoc Rebate
Discretionary expense total
Restructuring costs
NAYBC
Other development expense
Development Total
Net Expenses

98053
5529
1736

3440
242

15000
19635
109,547 122,700

Surplus / (Deficit)

-13,154

1152
345
2834

1877.24
303

4188
42
109547 3179.24
7311
34870
5239
47420
39727
5749
6990
52466
4635

2489
5901
9542 5861.76
2310
9752
8243
20305
4775.08
3163
0
7939
0
1472
0
2904
15000
19376
9,542 53,481
-43,939
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Sep 16 - Dec 2017
Total
94612.95
5287
2888
2222.24
3137
6677
5943
115407.3

0
0
0

115,407
-57,092

5359
9621
44623
13481
67725
44502
8912
6990
60404
6107
2904
30000
39011
172,500
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2018 plan against actual expense budgets for 12 months from Sept 2016

2016-17
Actual
Membership Income
98,052.95
Lane inspections
5529
National Championships
1736
Coaching
Inter County Championships
TE Fund
4188
Other Income
42
Net Income
109547
Members benefits incl FIQ
Head Office Administration
Other costs
Fixed Costs Total
Team England Net cost
Committee Expenses
Local Assoc Rebate
Discretionary expense total
Restructuring costs
NAYBC
Other development expense
Development Total
Net Expenses
109,547
Surplus / (Deficit)

2018
Plan

345
2834

100,000
3500
2000
14000
2000
3000
1000

3179
7311
34870
5239
47420
39,727
5749
6990
52466
4635
15000
19635
122,700

-13,154

9000
39000
4000
45000
4000
5000
2000
15000
125,500

123,000

2,500

Notes for planning.
The expenditure plan for 2018 runs from January to December and not Sept to August. Items in 2017
have in the main been accrued from the 2017-2018 budget so we should be able to maintain similar
annual expense targets for each line.
We will need to accrue for membership funds received on a month by month basis but at least this is
a single line of accruals rather than multiple account lines as in previous years.
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2.6.3 Accounts as Submitted to Companies House
As mentioned earlier while we have historically been reporting 1st September to 31st August, this
has required us to hold over large sums of money in the accounts from one financial year to the next.
These transactions are called accruals. Under these rules at the end of August we would have
accrued for all transactions that were included within the budgets for all payments received earlier in
the year which needed to be held over for payment later in the year. Some examples of this are


Adult and Senior ICC events where payments start to come in at the beginning of the year,
but the finals are held at the end of the year.



Tour Masters payments where money is collected during the year and is paid out at the
Masters at the end of the year.



Team England budgets run annually but occasionally the event moves past the August
deadline so some of the costs like entry fees are paid before the financial year end and the
rest, Hotels and flights etc, are paid after the financial year end.

Moving to a calendar year end removes the majority of these accruals but introduces a new set of
items that need to be reflected in the accounts. Membership fees are paid throughout the year and
are meant to cover the expenses for the full year. However, if we receive a payment in April that
would have previously been recorded in the accounts as income for that year (end of August) when
in reality we should only account for 5 months of the income April to end of August. The remaining 7
months needs to be held in the accounts to pay for services that will be provided during the rest of
the membership year (Sept to April).
Each year we have tried to clean up our accounting practices so that we are working on a true
financial position rather than assuming that any income received relates to just that year. Taking the
decision to remove income received from memberships has had the effect of removing
approximately £57,000 from our income during the accounting period 1st September 2016 to 31st
December 2017.
In addition, we have chosen to write off a number of outstanding debt items that were previously
reported as outstanding, as we believe that we no longer have any chance of recovering the funds.
These bad debts amount to almost £11,000 and are attributed to Matchpoint Tours Ltd. All of these
items relate to travel arrangements where funds were paid to Matchpoint and we have either paid
again for the tickets, or refunds that were due were never received by us.
So while the accounts at the end of December show us overspent by £55,000 this is very misleading.
The true net effect of the final 3 months of the year is very slight indeed. In future years it will be
much easier to match budget plans to actual expense without all the extra accrual transactions. If we
look at the balance sheet (Page 5) we are showing a balance of £109,824 with accruals totalling
£94,078 as opposed to a balance at the end of August 2016 of £166,917 and accruals of £33,621 a
net difference of £3,364.00
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Extract from the accounts. (page 4)

BRITISH TENPIN BOWLING ASSOCIATION
INCOME STATEMENT
FOR THE PERIOD 1 SEPTEMBER 2016 TO 31 DECEMBER 2017
Period
1.9.16 to 31.12.17
Year Ended 31.8.16
TURNOVER
Cost of sales
GROSS PROFIT

340,815
(263,281 )
77,534

280,343
(197,469 )
82,874

Administrative expenses

(134,698 )

(109,242 )

OPERATING LOSS 4

(57,164 )

(26,368 )

Interest receivable

71

100

LOSS BEFORE TAXATION
Tax on loss

(57,093 )
0

(26,268 )
0

LOSS FOR THE FINANCIAL PERIOD

(57,093 )

(26,268 )

Extract from the accounts. (page 5)
BRITISH TENPIN BOWLING ASSOCIATION (REGISTERED NUMBER: 01178858)
BALANCE SHEET
31 DECEMBER 2017
2017
2016
£
£
FIXED ASSETS
Tangible assets
2,826
3,673
CURRENT ASSETS
Debtors
9,809
7,095
Cash at bank
191,267
189,770
201,076
196,865
CREDITORS
Amounts falling due within one year
NET CURRENT ASSETS
TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT

(94,078 )
106,998

(33,621 )
163,244

LIABILITIES

109,824

166,917

RESERVES
Retained earnings

109,824

166,917
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2.7 Tournament Sanctioning
For the period January to December 2017, 146 sanctions were granted at a total of 36 centres.
Sanction applications continue to be processed within a couple of days of receipt.
Individual centres holding the highest number of events were Shipley Bowl with 12, Stroud Bowl 11
and Hollywood Branksome (Poole) 10. 7 AMF centres were used, 3 Hollywood’s, 5 MFA’s and, of
course, the many supportive independents!
As a result of the implementation of the new style BTBA “cards for life”, important changes have now
been introduced for verifying that tournament participants hold current BTBA membership. As the
new cards do not bear expiry dates, there is no need for them to be produced at registration on
tournament day.
Tournament managers can now check each bowler’s membership status by referring to the online
membership list. This is accessed at btba.org.uk by selecting the "membership" tab, then the
"member search" option. I suggest that members check that their names appear on this list. If not,
please query by email to admin@btba.org.uk
Anyone wishing to join the BTBA on the day will be able to do so online at btba.org.uk and pay by
direct debit or credit card for Standard or Junior memberships. This does not apply to Gold Card
membership which must be applied for in the usual way.

2.8 BTBA Tours
2.8.1 BTBA Adult tour
The Adult BTBA Tour is only open to BTBA members and it looks to encourage bowlers making the
step up from league to competitive tournament bowling, then to gain the confidence and experience
to go on to try out for the National Team. The Tour also looks to empower Local Associations by
asking them to host a Tour Event and they in turn use the occasion as a fundraiser whilst also
offering their membership a National Tournament on their doorstep.
2017 was a fantastic year where we gave away £21,000 in prize money. We would like to thank the
2017 Sponsors B&P Fabrications Leicester, Striking Shirts, Bowltech and Track bowling. Participation
numbers increased significantly from 2016 and several Local Associations benefited financially from
holding a Tour Event. All of this success was built on simply getting the fundamentals right. Entry
form out in time, using the bowling media and social media to market the events, and improving the
communication between tournament managers and bowlers.
For 2018 we welcome back headline sponsors B&P Fabrications Leicester and Striking Shirts as well
as new sponsor for selected events, Bowling Vision. Year on year growth is looking very promising.
The BTBA Nationals saw an increase in participation numbers, no doubt helped by making this event
a MAJOR on the BTBA adult tour calendar and the creation of a new event Team All Events –
sponsored by B&P Fabrications. Finally, we can report that after a long absence, the Qubica AMF
World cup qualifier will be organised by the BTBA and form a 2nd MAJOR event on the BTBA Adult
tour calendar.
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2.8.2 BTBA Senior Tour
The BTBA Senior Tour 2017 was reasonably successful, with a total of ten events being held across
various venues around the country. The events comprised of various formats including singles and
doubles as well as both 4 person and 5 person combination events.
Overall the entries to each of the events was similar to the previous year with a total of 520 men and
88 ladies participating during the year.
The largest number of entries were for the BTBA Senior Nationals with a total of 164 men and 37
ladies taking part. This was followed by entries to the BTBA Nationals which were 85 men and 15
ladies. The fact that these two events attracted the most entries is not surprising as they are both
“Team” events.
The number of entries across the other 8 events is not so encouraging with the average across the 8
events being just 34 men and less than 4 ladies per event.
2.8.3

BTBA Tenpintour
Since we took over management of the Tenpintour at the
beginning of last year the number of people that want to
participate just keeps in growing. One of the main reasons for this
is the spirit in which the events are played. Handicaps are worked
out from scores bowled within the Tenpintour events and are
carried for a full calendar year. In the event that newcomers do not
yet have a Tenpintour average we will accept their current highest
average and will re-rate any bowlers performing well above
average.
Congratulations to Liz Griffin and Ketan Suchak who won the tour
order of merit and to Jacqui Cooper and Steve Williams on winning
the Masters event at the end of the season.

2.9 Technical Services - Paul Le Manquais
The biggest investment within a bowling centre are the lanes and pinsetters.
The lane certification process acts as an independent health check of the proprietor’s lanes.
Underlying issues which are not measured as part of day to day or routine maintenance by
Technicians, can be identified and highlight a problem before it becomes too serious.
The Certification of lanes is a sound investment in the maintenance of the equipment and ensures
that managers and technicians are aware, as early as possible, of any underlying problems. This will
reduce the cost of upkeep and repairs in the long term and for our members this relationship and
certification should result in a better bowling experience too, something which is fundamental in our
aims.
Centre grading has been live for two years now and has worked very well. Annual reviews are made
as experience develops. It has proven to be a true reflection and is generating improvements within
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many centres. The centre grading is automatically generated from the measurements taken during
an inspection along with ‘manual’ adjustments for issues such as damage to the lane surface. The
Gold, Silver or Bronze is also supplemented by an affiliated status which allows BTBA members to be
supported in a centre which fails to reach a bronze grading. This is only given if a programme of work
is declared to correct and then raise the standard to a minimum of Bronze. Tournament sanctions
will only be issued to tournaments complying with the relevant grading.
A ‘Technical Page’ is on the BTBA website. It comprises of a description of what is measured and
importantly what is NOT. The latter is significant as there are a lot of misunderstandings amongst
bowlers. Details of all certified centre with their grading is published along with the expiry date,
details of the lane surface, pins, lane dressing machine and the pin-spotters.
There are currently 63 certified centres in England of which 48% are independently operated.
The status of each centre will allow a Tournament Manager to identify which type of centre to use
for a specific type of tournament. For example, International tournaments would only be run in Gold
standard centres and even then subject to an ETBF or WTBF lane mapping inspection. Silver graded
centres are the minimum standard for National Championships, County events, tour events or any
nationally advertised tournament.
The inspectors aim, along with the inspection report, is to help and guide centres to rectify or make
adjustments where necessary themselves, or how to seek external assistance if needed. We believe
this should provide incentive to improve standards.
The Head of Technical Services attended the ETBF inspectors Course in October 2017. From this a
rewrite of the Lane Inspectors Manual was completed along with adapting the ETBF presentation.
With this now available an inspectors course was successfully run on the 14/15 April. This was
attended by both budding inspectors, centre tech staff and members of the Exec Council all gaining
knowledge as a result.
Additional licensed inspectors are still needed, and details of further courses will be advertised on
the BTBA website and Facebook page. These will additionally be open to all who wish to develop
knowledge and understanding.

3

Business Development - Martin Webster

3.1 Weber Cup – Matchroom Multisport
The BTBA are proud to be associated for the second year running with this prestigious event which is
being held at the Arena, Milton Keynes from 15th to 17th June. Several meetings have taken place
since the start of this year and a partnership agreed with Matchroom to help with ideas and
suggestions for the promotion of the event throughout the UK. It was agreed for the BTBA to
distribute 100 Golden Tickets for the event to selected bowlers for achievements attained and these
tickets will also allow for an additional 3 tickets to be purchased at 30% reduction on the daily rate.
Matchroom also agreed to let any BTBA member purchase tickets at 25% off the daily rate. This will
be promoted through Social Media via Helen and on the BTBA web site. On-going communication will
take place after this year’s event to discuss the 2019 event with a view to securing a 3 to 5 year
contract. The plan is to alternate between the UK and USA in future years similar to the Ryder Cup,
starting from 2019.
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3.2 Sponsorship
We have now secured a Team England shirt sponsor for the 2018 season and this contract will be
reviewed on an annual basis. We are currently having negotiations with two suppliers and
manufacturers to try to secure sponsorship funding for our Team England squad for 2019/20. It is
intended to start looking for additional corporate sponsors for this and other areas such as
tournaments etc and this will need concentrated PR activity to ensure we get maximum coverage for
the sponsors at all times. It will also enhance the profile of the BTBA and bowling in general. Our
biggest challenge is to get more members into the association as this helps tremendously when
talking to potential sponsors and organisations such as UK Sport and Team England.

3.3 Software Project
We are still in discussions with a supplier of computer software that could be used by all league
secretary’s in the UK to help them set up and run leagues on their PC’s. Our vision is that this system
would be run through a BTBA portal accessed by a unique coded password for each league. This
could be offered free to our BTBA members as part of the membership fee. There would need to be
some small changes to the software which would involve some further meetings and this has now
been sent as a formal proposal to the company concerned. The delay has been due to changes and
improvements within the software but this has now happened and we can start further discussions
to secure this deal for the UK.

3.4 TBPA
Andy Penny and Martin Webster have attended the latest TBPA meeting and presented the Schools
Programme showing the benefits for the proprietors and the bowling industry in general which was
extremely well supported and two centres are already signed up for these programmes to entice
youngsters into the tenpin bowling world. We have now been asked if the BTBA would attend future
TBPA council meetings to have input into the meetings and to understand the proprietors ambitions
and challenges.
This approach needs to be ongoing and regular attendance is important to ensure that the BTBA is
seen as an important part of the industry contributing to the development of bowling within the UK.
We also need to show support to the proprietors and their strategy of getting additional bowlers into
their centres and the fact that we are putting in place the new coaching programme will help this
cause immensely.

4

Membership Services - Lisa John

4.1 Organisation
Director of
Membership Services
Lisa John

Southern Region

Central Region

Northern Region

Communications

Will Line

Daneil Bonfield

Mark Stoner

Helen Tamblyn
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The breakdown of the Regions shown below is in line with the current structures established by Sport
England and while some areas do not currently have an Area Association, and the balance of
members within the regions is not even, this approach allows us full access to the support and
services provided by Sport England.
Southern Region – Will Line
Cornwall, Dorset, Hampshire, Sussex, Kent, Essex, London, Surrey, Middlesex, Berkshire, Somerset
Central Region – Daniel Bonfield
Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridgeshire, Bedfordshire, Northamptonshire, Worcestershire, Oxfordshire,
Gloucestershire, Hertfordshire, Buckinghamshire, Warwickshire, Leicestershire.
Northern Region – Mark Stoner
Lancashire, Yorkshire, Durham, Northumberland, Cheshire, Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire,
Derbyshire, Staffordshire, Shropshire.
The three Regional Representatives must continue to be the main channel for new issues, comments,
ideas and initiatives to be brought from the Local Associations to the National Council. It also
provides a communication vehicle back to the associations on what is happening within the
Governing Body.
We still need to ensure that all Local Associations are kept in the loop but our main thrust of
communicating news and current affairs must continue to be the website, social media and direct
emails.

4.2 GoMembership
Last year we reported that we had switched to an online database called Wild Apricot.
Unfortunately, this did not work for us in the way that we would have liked it to. In particular, we
needed to be able to give League Secretaries access to be able to renew memberships for their
bowlers online and Wild Apricot did not allow for that.
We therefore took the decision to switch to a new database that was geared towards allowing access
for our League Secretaries, and so the relationship with GoMembership was formed. The transition
went very well and feedback from members and league secretaries has been very positive.
The database is very intuitive and will also allow us to record details of coaching qualifications and
set up events and tournaments within the database. We have not yet been able to incorporate the
data from the Coaching database and this will be done in the near future.
In conclusion, we are very pleased with the switch and look forward to developing the database over
the coming year.

4.3 2018 Membership Review
At the time of writing we have 6,250 members registered on the database, but approximately 30% of
these are shown as lapsed. One of the main reasons for this seems to be the move away from the
original Gocardless Direct debit system. A lot of members believe that they are still paying by direct
debit when in fact all those instructions were cancelled over a year ago. League Secretaries must take
more ownership for checking that their league bowlers are members of the association and ensure
they have renewed before being allowed to participate.
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We also need to ensure that email addresses are collected for our members so that we can issue
them with membership renewal reminders so that they do not forget to renew each year.

4.4 Local Association Rebates
Each Local Association will receive £1.00 per renewing member and £1.50 per new member (new
members are classified as not having had membership for 2 years prior to joining). The maximum
payment to each Local Association remains at £350.00. It is anticipated that the 2018 Rebates will be
paid out by the end of July.

4.5 Membership Levels and Costs
To bring us in line with the NAYBC and the rest of the world, we have decided to increase the age
limit of our Junior members to Under 22. Once a member reaches the age of 22, they must upgrade
their membership to Standard.
We have reviewed the prices of our memberships and as such have decided to increase the standard
and International Gold Card membership prices. Therefore, membership costs for 2018/19 are as
follows:
Junior (under 22)

£15.00

Standard

£22.50

International Gold Card

£42.50

Affiliate

Fees are paid by the relevant body affiliated to the BTBA

Non-Playing Official (Junior League)

Free (YBC Officials will need to purchase a Safeguarding
licence that includes insurance at £12.50)

Non-Playing Official (Adult League)

£12.50

At the same time, we have agreed that the following portion of each membership payment for a
member under the age of 22 will be passed on to the NAYBC:
Junior

£5.00

Standard

£6.00

International Gold Card

£7.50
st

These changes will take effect from 1 June 2018.

4.6 Rebrand and Website
We redesigned the BTBA logo last year to some mixed feedback, but are pleased
with the change to reflect that the association is changing and moving forward. To
go with this, we have introduced branding guidelines to try to enable us to retain a
consistent brand image. Images were designed with social media usage in mind, to
reflect the changing media landscape.
As part of the rebrand, we have redesigned and re-launched the BTBA website. Due to a technical
failure with the previous website, this was rushed through and so some small technical hitches are
still being dealt with, with some sections still requiring further development. However, site traffic has
been very good and the introduction of a blog has been a popular addition. The website is updated
several times a week with entry forms and news, and will continue to be developed.
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4.7 Social Media
Considerable effort has been made with the BTBA Facebook page, which has now been rebranded
from BTBA Talk to British Tenpin Bowling Association to make it easier to find on Facebook. Bowlers
are being kept updated with news and developments and we have retained the name BTBA Talk in
the form of a closed Facebook group for BTBA members, to give the association and members
another form of dialogue.
Going forward, we plan to keep the Facebook page updated with current news and shareable
content, with the aim of attracting bowling fans to the page. Our current organic weekly page reach
is averaging out at approximately 7000 people per week; we aim to increase this with shareable
content including images and memes, and hope to convert those we reach to fans.
We currently have approximately 2200 followers across our social media channels (Twitter,
Instagram and Facebook), which is less than half of our current membership. A social media strategy
to grow our following and to entice more of our members to follow us is being worked on.

4.8 Media Coverage
Gaining media coverage of tenpin bowling is challenging, but over the past year we have given an
interview to BBC Radio’s The Georgey Show, been quoted in The Guardian and featured on a live
segment on BBC Breakfast. Additionally, press releases are regularly sent out about our players and
achievements to the local press, with local newspapers often covering the news.
We encourage members to make us aware of any accomplishments so that we can help them to
obtain some well-deserved coverage. Plans are in place to develop a ‘press release guide’ for a
website ‘media centre.’

4.9 General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) (EU) 2016/679 is a regulation in EU law on
data protection and privacy for all individuals within the European Union. It also addresses
the export of personal data outside the EU. GDPR comes into effect on May 25th 2018.
To ensure that we are compliant and to reassure members that we take data protection
seriously, we may need to renew member permissions to use their data for BTBA
communications. We are working hard to ensure compliance and additional measures that we
are taking include GDPR training as part of our new Educare Training Package, designated
BTBA mailboxes for local associations, and we are working on resources for LA and officials
use.
We are being extremely cautious about usage, storage and sharing of data and would like to
reassure BTBA members that data provided to us will never be shared or used for the manner
outside of which permission has been granted for.
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5

Sport Development - Terry Searle

The last few years in Sport Development have seen many
changes in our ambitions and goals. The changes in UK
sport and Sport England have seen the removal of liaison
officers and changes within the County Sports
Partnerships. Our inclusion within UKAD (Anti-Doping) is
still an ongoing ambition.
We are a recognised Olympic sport and very much a part
of the UK sporting structure. Our ambitions to see bowling
returned to the Commonwealth Games and included as a participation sport in the Olympics is
stronger than ever. Getting to the final 4 for inclusion in the 2020 Tokyo games brought a lot of hope
and anticipation, despite not being included in the final selection. The BTBA has also been at the fore
in helping World bowling set up a World Junior Championships (Inaugural event 2019) for under 16’s
and the absence of a junior world event was commented upon by the IOC.
We have also become part of the mainstream in the coaching world. Our courses are compliant with
the European learning qualifications, and I am sure will be included in whatever system the UK
develops. We are also one of the World bowling recognised coaching educations alongside Finland
and the USBC.
The main change in focus over the last few years was ensuring we were compliant with all the rules
and regulations and we have a full set of governance policies published on the website. But it is not
enough just to have these policies sitting on the websites, we have to ensure all involved with
delivering the sport understand what they mean.
The BTBA have made a considerable investment into an online training programme that is being
rolled out by our Head of Equality & Diversity working with the Coaching Manager. The 12 modules
cover everything from Safeguarding to General Data Protection. All members of the National Council,
one official from each YBC and the coaching management group will be supplied a licence for 14
modules (2 extras are being added), and licences will be made available at a minimal cost (£20.00) for
anyone else wanting to take advantage of this training. Several of these modules will also become
part of the learning program for any new coach. Existing coaches can use this opportunity as part of
their continuous development.
The cost of Team England is rising continuously and we have been working on ways to ensure the
membership gets the best value to develop as a High-Performance sport. The changes we are putting
in place will become apparent over the next year. See 5.3
The schools programme is still under development, with some setbacks in grant applications, but we
still have a need to promote our sport to the younger generations. We are developing a National
Youth Council that will be formed of our junior players, and they will have a place on all meetings.
We are also looking at ways to help clubs get grant funding to give access to people who are new to
the sport.
In summary we are well placed to grow the membership by selling the sport, the game and the
comradeship to all age groups. I really believe the proprietors will see the benefits in allowing us to
promote bowling as truly a sport for all.
I thank all my team for the ongoing hard work and enthusiasm they bring to the development of both
the sport and the BTBA.
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5.1 NAYBC - Neville Nock
5.1.1 Membership
Membership is down this year to currently 855 members from
45 YBC’S and we are pursuing some YBC’S who are late
registering.
5.1.2 European Youth Championships EYC
Four boys and four girls took part in the EYC which was held in Aalborg Denmark this year we are
pleased to announce another successful year for the girls who retained their European Team
Championship for the 2nd year running with Isabel Allen, Elyse Giddens, Sophie Thompson and Lucy
Williams receiving Gold medals.
Sophie and Isabel won doubles gold and Sophie won a singles silver medal. Three girls and two boys
made the masters.
5.1.3 Bowling Tours
Once again it was a full calendar for the whole year with stand-alone events. There was North and
South bowler’s clubs and three tours (BTBA, JTE and YTE) which included most formats of
competition. In each event, points are won by the bowlers mainly depending on their all events
finishing positions. Using these points as a ranking position determined a ranking list where bowlers
were selected to take part in one of the events below.
BTBA Tour finals for each age group
JTE Masters
JTE Triple Crown trials
YTE Masters
5.1.4 Junior Nationals
We have 60% of YBC's entering the Junior Nationals which is consistent with previous years. This year
it is being held in Dunstable, with 519 bowlers entered to include U22 bowlers.
5.1.5 Forum
A Questionnaire was sent out to all YBC secretaries and from the answers a Forum was organized at
Mansfield. All registered YBC’S were invited to attend and various questions were answered by the
NAYBC committee.

5.2 Coaching - Andy Penny
This year has been one of development; the partnership
with the ETBF is stronger than ever, the appointment of
Mark Heathorn as Head of Education has given coaching
an operational focus. See Attached Document: "BTBA
Coaching Programs".
The schools programme had a few setbacks this year with the grant funding it required, as our bid
writer was seriously ill. To get the programme back on line we have now engaged the services of a
professional bid writer, I am hoping to report next year on the positive progress, but we have not
stopped, I decided to partner with the Independent proprietors providing the training required to
deliver a local schools programme in their area
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5.3 High Performance Bowling - Andy Penny
Andy was elected as Head of High Performance replacing Jo Cundy. Jo helped through the initial
transition and Andy presented a new way forward to the National Council that was well received.
The re-joining of all levels of Team England under the High Performance banner, together with
Andy’s coaching skills, will ensure that each player will have access to a High Performance pathway.
It has also brought us the chance to move team selection towards an objective process, with the
coaching team under the Head of High Performance making final recommendations to the executive
board. Please see attached document: "Team England Selection Process Policy"

5.4 Inclusion, Diversity and Equality - Karen Costello
5.4.1 Establishing Policies to compliment Sports Development
As of January 2018, the BTBA now has a working ‘Equality and Diversity Policy’ and a Basic ‘Disability
Inclusion’ Policy. These policies work alongside each other, as well as in conjunction with the
Disciplinary, Complaints and Safeguarding Policies.
To accompany the new Equality and Diversity Policies we have updated the existing Safeguarding,
Child Protection and Anti-Bullying Policies to comply with current government law amendments and
NSPCC recommendations. These policies went live on the BTBA website as of March 2018. They will
be implemented onto the new NAYBC website once it goes live this year.
5.4.2 BTBA Website Resources Pages
Since March 2018, Equality & Diversity have been working closely with the Communications Manager
to establish thorough resource pages on the BTBA website for members to utilise. They are currently
a working progress; however, we have already setup some basic sections with useful information
covering Safeguarding, code of conducts, disability awareness in sport and troubleshooting guides.
We are currently designing a designated page with direct link resources for members to access.
These resources will directly link to organisations that represent and affiliate with Sports England, UK
Coaching, The English Federation of Disability Sport, and Special Olympics.
Sub-categories will include:
* Child Protection Awareness Resources
* Child Protection in Sport (CPSU) Resources
* Disability and Equality Inclusion Resources
* Mental Health, Wellbeing and Anti-Bullying in Sport Resources
* Online and Social Media Resources for YBC’s
* Useful Links and Contacts Resources
5.4.3 Educare Safeguarding Training
The BTBA’s Sports Development Team have been looking at ways to equip volunteers within the
organisation with standardised training methods; particularly focusing on Safeguarding, Child
Protection, Equality and Diversity, Anti-Bullying, General and Online Safety.
As of May 2018, the BTBA has invested in a two-year contract with Educare Learning Ltd. The
package that the BTBA has invested in is the “Sport Clubs E-Learning Licence” and has 250 spaces.
This licence includes a thorough collection of modules for the BTBA to utilise at different levels within
the organisation. By the time the AGM happens in May we will have released an advertisement
campaign for members to register and are looking to get the first group of registrations completed
within a month.
It will be compulsory for all BTBA Certified coaches and council members to complete certain
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modules of this training. Those who are currently working towards their Coach Certification or are
upgrading or renewing their certification will need to complete the Educare training before they
receive their coaching licence.
As well as compulsory training for Coaches and Council members, each YBC will be allocated a space
for one regular volunteer that is not a coach or member of the National Council.
5.4.4 Forecast for 2018 in Equality & Diversity
Going forward, we are looking to observe the Educare Training Programme uptake and will be
requesting feedback from participants.
We will be looking into distributing an Equality and Diversity survey and feedback form for members
to anonymously complete. This is so the BTBA can establish what the organisation’s current
demographic is, and whether there are areas within the organisation that we need to look into
regarding Equality, Diversity and Disability Inclusion.

5.5 Women’s National Council - Helen Tamblyn
We are currently in the process of re-establishing the Women’s National Council and a new council
should be appointed by the time of the AGM. The aim of the council is to:
* Deliver at least one Women’s National Championships
* Positively promote the development of women in our sport
* To increase participation of women in tenpin bowling
* Advise NC of opportunities to develop the WNC
* Work with the WSFF (Women’s Sport and Fitness Foundation)
* Promote the Sport England’s “This Girl Can” campaign
* Manage a relationship with UK Sport and Sport England
It is hoped that our first women’s championships will run in November 2018 and the aim is to run a
“have a go” event alongside it, to reach out to potential new bowlers and promote the activity as a
sport to be competed in.
We are planning to work with the other home nations, where possible, to develop women’s tenpin
bowling.

6

Governance and Legal - Jo Cundy

It has been agreed that the list of Council members and their dates of appointment will be included
here annually to remind all, that all of the positions on the Council are available to the membership
and the intention is to select the best candidate from all the applicants for the appointment.
In some cases people are appointed into roles when they become available mid-term. Whenever this
happens their term is limited to the original end date so that we continue with our standard
processes as soon as it is practical.
This year is no exception where I have been asked to take over from Dave Steiner as Head of Legal
and I will stand in this role until the end of August when the position will once again be advertised.
Similarly Andy Penny's role as Head of High Performance will also be advertised at the end of August
this year.
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Not only does this ensure that all roles are advertised regularly it maintains the balance of the
number of roles that change hands each year.

NATIONAL COUNCIL TENURE
Name

Position

Tenure

Start

End

Current Status

Ron Griffin

Chairman

2 Years

AGM

2018

By AGM

Jo Cundy

Governance

2 Years

Aug-16

2018

By appointment

Martin
Webster

Business
Development

2 Years

Aug-17

2019

By application

Lisa John

Membership
Services

2 Years

Aug-17

2019

By application

Terry Searle

Sport
Development

2 Years

Aug-16

2018

By application

Ron Griffin

Treasurer

2 Years

Aug-16

2018

By appointment

Helen
TamblynSaville

Communications 2 Years

Sep-17

2019

By application

Paul Le
Manquais

Technical

2 Years

Sep-16

2018

By application

Mark Stoner

Regional Officer 3 Years
- North

Aug-17

2020

By application

Daniel
Bonfield

Regional Officer 3 Years
- Central

Aug-16

2019

By application

Will Line

Regional Officer 3 Years
- South

Aug-15

2018

By application

Karen
Costello

Inclusion

2 Years

Sep-17

2019

By application

Neville Nock

NAYBC

2 Years

Sep-17

2019

By application

Andy Penny

High
Performance

3 Years

Sep-15

2018

By appointment

Andy Penny

Coaching

2 years

Aug-17

2019

By appointment

Office of Chairman
Jerry Moll

Tournament
Sanctionning

Alan Bennet

Manager, Senior
Tour

Chris Skudder

Manager
Tenpintour
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6.1 Rules
At the World Congress in 2015 we were advised that the rules and regulations of
the sport were going to be based upon those produced from USBC. That has
now been changed and World Bowling has produced a set of rules of its own that
are not a direct copy of the USBC. The BTBA has taken ownership of its own
rules and will in future be responsible for its own rules which will not be in
conflict with World Bowling but will not follow them word for word.
The rules which cover Tenpin Bowling in Great Britain will be those published on
the BTBA website on the date in question. These rules will be reviewed annually
and changed when and if required.

7

Closing remarks

I think it would be fair to say that this year has been a lot harder than any of the previous 4 years.
The additional workloads taken on by the members of the National Council to ensure that things run
as smoothly as they can has really tested us to our limits.
I have no idea how we would have got it all done without the endless hours put in by Terry Searle
and Lisa John. They deserve a huge vote of thanks from the membership.
I would also like us to offer a vote of thanks to David Steiner who has been a tireless supporter of the
BTBA for many years. His work with Lisa on the implementation of the membership system was
pivotal. Dave has been the figurehead of Legal for many years and will continue to be part of Jo's
team as we go forward. His knowledge and understanding of the game is unmatched and we hope
that he will continue to provide us with advice and guidance for years to come.
I would also like to say a personal word of thanks for the work he has done supporting me as Vice
Chairman, I really could not have done any of it without him by my side.
In closing this year I would like to say that it has been my privilege to serve as the Association
Chairman. I hope that things are a lot better now than when we started this process of change. I
know that they are a lot more effective and efficient but I would also like to think that we are more
responsive, more transparent and open.
I will let you all be the judge of that.

Ron Griffin
Chairman
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